Translated from the French
by Gabrielle Leyden

Original title: La voiture électrique, C’est maintenant !
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Electric propulsion
– a real innovation

1

The electric car is worming its way more and more into
discussions and publications about mobility and global
warming. Finding a car magazine that does not raise the
subject in each issue is nigh impossible. And yet we see no
more than a couple of dozen driving around our towns on any
given day. The explanation for this difference is that electric
cars are the breakthrough innovation of the moment!
All great innovations follow the same pattern: a more-or-less
speedy startup, then a steadily rising rate of adoption until
it has been adopted by a majority of the market, and finally
a final slow-down as the last resistance finally gives way.
Over the years, this entire process has taken less and less
time: sixty years for the telephone, forty years for the radio,
twenty years for television, fifteen years for the Internet, and
ten years for smartphones. The adoption of an innovation
such as the telephone or electric car depends on dozens of
different factors, but the principles are always the same: The
innovation ushers in attractive new possibilities, the advantages increasingly outweigh the drawbacks, the grapevine
spreads the information virally, and the market’s growth pulls
the prices down because of competition and improvements
in the product itself.
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Of course, not all innovations meet with the success that their
creators hope for. Think of 3D television, for example. The
sets’ manufacturers sang their praises just ten years ago, but
their advantages did not suffice to offset the inconvenience of
having to wear special glasses for viewing, and the public did
not hop on board. Why might the electric car have a better
chance of succeeding?

S-curves –
Adoption of
major innovations
in the 20th century.

The discovery of the lithium ion battery is what put the electric car back in the limelight. The fact that these batteries
are ten times more efficient than lead batteries finally makes
them serious rivals of gasoline and diesel fuel. Once this efficiency hurdle has been cleared, the other features of electric
propulsion – less noise and pollution, mechanical simplicity,
cheaper cost of use, and driving ease – become so many
advantages. These are already impressive advantages in their
own right, but when placed in today’s context of combating
pollution and climate change, they tie in almost perfectly
with society’s need to reduce its fossil fuel consumption and
the rising curve of local renewable power generation through
wind turbines and photovoltaic (PV) panels.
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Breakthrough innovation
By definition, a breakthrough innovation offers better performance than the solution
already in place for a given application and often ushers in new options that are
impossible to provide with existing technology. The tipping point – the decisive
moment as of which users no longer want the old technology – occurs when the cost
of the new technology becomes competitive with that of the existing technology.
According to many experts, this breakthrough point for electric cars should be
reached around 2022-25 at the very latest. The factors that will bring the prices
of electric cars down to the range of ICE cars of the same category are cheaper
batteries, financial incentives for buyers, increased production volumes, and, of
course, new antipollution regulations.
The environmental standards foreseen in the next few years in the wake of the Dieselgate scandal will inevitably increase the complexity and thus the price of internal
combustion engines while excise duties and other taxes on fossil fuels will continue to
rise. This will help to tip the scales in favor of electric propulsion all the more quickly.

The S-curve
The innovators who make up the first 2% of a new product’s users are attracted by novelties, even if their prices are
high. They are followed by the “early adopters,” who are
convinced by the positive examples that they see and looming price reductions. Finally, the success of an innovation is
confirmed – this is the “point of no return” – when the explor-

The S-curve of
new electric
vehicle sales.
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The tipping point
The point of no return will occur when the purchase prices of electric cars fall to the
same levels as those of their internal combustion engine (ICE) counterparts. This
moment is fast approaching, but what do the experts say? According to Martin
Eberhard, Tesla co-founder and consultant for Volkswagen USA, this point will be
reached in 2022. For the investment bank J.P. Morgan Cazenove, 2022 is a credible
date and sales should snowball thereafter. J.P. Morgan Cazenove’s analysts believe
that the fear of losing resale value on their old cars will cause many consumers to
rush to buy electric cars even before the tipping point is achieved. They thus predict
that electric cars will account for 35% of the market in 2025 and 48% in 2030.
Government policies can speed things up by offering tax incentives and promoting
the necessary infrastructure. So it is that Norway was the farthest along the curve
in late 2018 with a 35% take-up rate, even 50% if rechargeable hybrids are included.

ers are joined by the public at large, which can finally see the
technological advantages that can be enjoyed at competitive
prices. If we imagine the S-curve of the electric car market’s
growth between 2015 and 2040, this threshold will be reached
around 2022-25.
Mitigating the greenhouse effects of CO2 emissions into the
air calls for reducing the use of natural gas, gasoline, and
diesel fuel drastically. The governments of practically all
the world’s countries have embarked on this path, with the
(maybe temporary) exception of the United States. The French
president Emmanuel Macron has declared that his country
will stop selling ICE (Internal Combustion Engine) passenger
cars in 2040. The governments of Sweden, India, and China
have similar plans and are offering sometimes substantial
EV purchase bonuses. More and more large cities, such as
London, are banning polluting vehicles or taxing them heavily.
So, in China, the buyer of a light electric vehicle can get up to
€9,0001 (US$10,400 or CAN$14,000) in subsidies.
With its aggressive pollution-control policy, China leads the
pack of electric car-using countries and hopes to have more
than 7 million new energy vehicles (NEVs) on its roads by
2025. There are more than 500,000 NEVs on the road in the
U.S., but Norway is at the head of the class in terms of the
1. The euro-to-dollar conversion rates used in this edition are the ones that
were in effect at the start of 2018, i.e., €1.00 = US$1.25 and CAN$1.55.
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percentage of electric vehicle sales. In March 2014, Norway
was the first country in the world to have electric cars reach
1% of cars on the road and by December 2017 electric cars
already accounted for 52% of the new car market. It must be
said that in Norway electric cars are exempt from the road
tax; they have their own lanes on urban highways and free
parking; they are exempt from paying tolls; they benefit from
State purchase subsidies, including exoneration of the 25%
VAT until 2020; and the sale of ICE cars will be banned starting in 2025. The Norwegians now even have an infrastructure
problem: It’s becoming hard to find charging stations that
are not fully occupied!
The International Energy Agency (IEA) is encouraging its
twenty-nine member countries to cap the global temperature
rise at 2°C. To achieve this, it has called for electrifying means
of transport and increasing the share of renewables in power
generation. To meet this 2° target, new electric car sales must
rise 35% each year until at least 2025, meaning that governments must step up their policies to support electrification.
Ireland just joined the club of countries that will soon ban
the sale of fossil fuel-powered vehicles: This 2018 decision
will go into effect in 2030. What is more, Ireland intends to
ban all ICE vehicles from the roads as of 2045.

©Volkswagen

More than thirty countries and regions, including France,
Belgium, India, Quebec, and the United States, have followed
China’s example and currently give the buyers of electric or
hybrid vehicles purchase bonuses or tax rebates and subsidize
the establishment of public charging stations.

The Volkswagen
I.D. prototype,
scheduled for
rollout in 2020.
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More and more automakers are banking on a boom in electric propulsion. Tesla, the best-known maker of 100% electric
vehicles in the world, took in more than 400,000 US$1,000
down payments on its Model 3 before even releasing the car
on the market in the second half of 2017 and has announced
that it wants to put a million Teslas on the roads between now
and 2020 at the very latest.

©Volkswagen

The major traditional automakers have also announced their
targets: Porsche asserts that 50% of its output will be electric
or hybrid in 2030, Volkswagen has announced one million
electric cars in its future I.D. range in 2025, and Volvo has
declared that it is ending its R&D on ICE vehicles and will
be selling only electric or hybrid vehicles starting in 2019.

A shot of Volkswagen’s future I.D. range.

However, the major automakers’ current public statements
often contradict their short- and medium-term intentions
and plans. Indeed, let’s not forget that they have invested dozens of billions of euros in technologies and plants dedicated
to churning out internal combustion engines and abandoning
all this before it has paid for itself simply is not possible.
These declarations may be intended (at least partially) more
to modernize their images than to embody a true change of
course.
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The two faces of carmakers
Our major traditional automakers are currently devoting a mere 2% of their marketing budgets to purely electric propulsion. This fact alone shows more of a concern to
restore reputations tarnished by the Dieselgate scandals than a true desire to change.
The VDA (German Association of the Automotive Industry) represents automakers
controlling 20% of global car production. Its president, Matthias Wissmann,
announced in July 2017 that its members would be spending 40 billion euros on
research into alternative propulsion over the next two years, adding that 100 electric
car models would be on the market in Germany by 2020. However, in the same
announcement he stressed that electricity was but one of the options being investigated, alongside natural gas and biofuel. “Despite the controversy surrounding
diesel fuel, the latter remains necessary to meet the foreseen CO2 emissions quotas.
And it is also very clear that gasoline and diesel fuel remain the keys to mobility in
the years to come, with a potential 10- to 15-percent decrease in their consumption.”

The S-curve that the take-up of electric cars in the world is
following is still in its very first phase. It is drawing near the
first bend where an acceleration is starting to be felt. This
is also the time when the public at large wonders and asks
questions to learn more from the early adopters who have
already taken the plunge.
Conversations revolve more and more often around variations
on the same theme, namely, “Yes, it sounds great, but it will
always be too expensive” or “It’s good for some people, but not

The electric car
is entering the
“early adopters”
phase of the
S-curve.
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for me.” All of this is reminiscent of the early days of the cell
phone: “Yes, indeed, it might be useful at times, but an iPhone
costs so much more than my good old landline,” “In any event,
the screen is too small to look at pictures and sending them over
the Internet would take hours,” and so on. Electric car owners,
for their part, tout above all how pleasant and easy their cars
are to drive and their silence, never mind the absence of gas or
diesel fumes and odors. These advantages are hard for people
who have never tried electric vehicles to grasp but, at the end
of the day, such “finer points” are often much more important
for them than the operating cost per mile or performance stats.

What shape will this S-curve finally take?
It is still very hard to say with certainty at what date the S-curve
will approach the 100% mark, given that so far only the start
of the bottom curve (2010-18) is known. Various analysts have
released estimates, with those of oil companies being the lowest and those of the more active market players, such as Tesla
and Bloomberg New Energy Finance, being among the highest.
With 3,000,000 electric vehicles on the road at the start
of 2019, and one-third of them over only the past twelve
months, the first percent of the global automobile market
has been exceeded. Plotting the rest of the curve is difficult,
for a number of reasons.
Negative factors: Prices that are too high, an insufficiently
diversified supply, no electric pick-ups or SUVs, a scanty
public charging station infrastructure, and so on. And what
overnight charging solution exists for drivers who do not
have their own garages?
Positive factors: Prices are coming down, ranges are increasing, the supply is getting broader from one year to the next,
public and company charging stations are spreading, etc.
Still, dozens of events are likely to upset these developments.
History is full of surprises and there is no reason why the car
market should escape this rule.
Among the potential barriers to the growth in the number of
electric cars are above all possible technology-related problems,
8
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Various
predictions
of electric car
take-up.

such as a crisis in the availability of the exotic materials used.
The lithium used in the batteries is an abundant element, but
lithium batteries also contain some rarer elements, such as
nickel and cobalt, albeit in small amounts. These metals are
not as rare as gold and platinum, but are nevertheless at the
mercy of geopolitical crises and financial market speculation.
We can also mention the legitimate reluctance of drivers
mindful of the ethical issues surrounding the provision of battery components, especially the case of cobalt. More than half
of the world’s cobalt reserves are located in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), and 20% of DRC’s cobalt comes
from cottage-industry mines that Amnesty International
criticizes for deplorable working conditions, child labor,
and little respect for the environment. Luckily, initiatives
such as the Responsible Cobalt Initiative (RCI) are lashing
out against such practices. The supplier of Samsung’s SDI
lithium ion batteries is one of the RCI’s founders.
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Cars in figures
There are about 1 billion passenger cars on Earth, or approximately one car for
7.6 people. Around one in every 430 cars is an electric or plug-in hybrid vehicle. There
are currently 3.2 million such vehicles on the road, or 0.32% of the global car fleet.
Private cars
Electric cars

1,000,000,000
3,200,000

100.00%
0.32%

Some 80 million new cars are sold each year. The average lifespan of a passenger
car is 12.5 years.
The electric vehicle global market share (including plug-in hybrids) is rising strongly:
it was 1.5% in 2017 and 2.3% in 2018. Forecasts for 2019 are total sales of more than
3 million units, or 3.8% of total new car sales.

European and American laws are favorable to electrification
in varying degrees, but the subsidies and tax rebates that
support electric vehicles today will not last forever. They are
there only to support the startup phase. What is more, as time
goes by and the number of ICE cars on the road decreases and
the excise taxes on fuel and pollution taxes that governments
collect shrink commensurately, the government penchant
for taxation is very likely to wake up and spread to the new
vehicles as well.
Another possible risk is a sudden drop in oil prices or a surge
in the already powerful oil lobby, whose disinformation campaigns about global warming and the use of fossil fuels could
have considerable impact, especially in oil-producing countries.
What about the factors that could boost the growth of the
electric car market? The main one is an electric versus ICE
car price comparison. Electric car prices are falling and will
continue to decrease. Currently, half of this price is due to
the cost of the batteries, and intense research efforts in this
area explain the steady decrease in battery prices. On the
other hand, internal combustion engines and their hybrid
variations are becoming more and more complex and expensive to manufacture, if only to meet increasingly stringent
environmental standards.
City policies are another factor in favor of replacing the
ICE with electricity. Many cities around the world belong
to the C40 platform (www.c40.org). This is a global move10
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ment of more than 100 major cities, such as London, Paris,
and Seoul, that are adamant about combating pollution and
global warming by adopting low-emissions strategies and
regulations encouraging the use of clean vehicles.
Since October 2017 all vehicles driving in central London’s
Congestion Charge Zone must comply with severe pollution standards or pay a daily congestion charge of £10
(roughly €11, US$13, CAN$17). Driving a diesel around in
central London every day thus costs €4,000 a year! And the
mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, has proposed extending this
zone gradually and turning it into an Ultra Low Emission
Zone (ULEZ) starting in April 2019. The surcharge for ICE
vehicles will then rise to £12.50 a day, or €5,000 (US$6,100
or CAD$7,750) a year. This policy is making the big fleet
operators, such as Transport for London, stop and think.
Transport for London, which runs London’s well-known
red double-deckers, is already starting to electrify its fleet.
Mr. Khan wants 100% of the taxis and mass transit in London
to be electric by 2037 and to ban all ICE engines from central
London starting in 2040.

©Metroline

Not only are the drivers of electric vehicles who regularly drive
into central London exempt from the congestion charge, but
they also get reduced-rate parking: Pay for ten minutes, stay
the day. What is more, they have access to 1,500 charging

The first
fully-electric
double-decker bus
put in service
in 2016
in London.
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points for up to four hours free of charge. Another strategy is
being considered in Stuttgart, Germany, that of banning diesel
engines from the city center as soon as pollution exceeds
a pre-established threshold. Just the fact that this ban is
likely to make downtown Stuttgart inaccessible to them
many days a year is making commuters and delivery fleets
think about clean solutions, such as hybrid and electric cars.
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There’s nothing like a conversation over cocktails (at a motor
show?) to bring up the topic of “electric cars.” After five
minutes you will have heard all the arguments listed below,
almost equally divided between those who are “for” and those
who are “against.” Here, then, are the elements you need to
keep the ball rolling as you wait for the dinner bell.

The electric car is a flop because…
... it is too expensive
An electric car costs 20 to 60% more than its ICE counterparts. The lower cost price per mile offsets the difference
only for those who can pay out a large sum as of the initial
purchase. However, this difference should narrow in the next
two to three years. Thereafter, the trend should even reverse:
In 2025, the purchase prices of electric cars will be at least 10%
cheaper than those of equivalent gasoline-powered models.

… it is not really available
Automakers propose very few electric models. However,
affordable electric models will start appearing in all segments,
including large family cars and pickups, between 2019 and
2020. Most major automakers have announced the complete
“electrification” of their ranges by 2025.

183

… the ranges are too limited
Most electric cars have true ranges of only 150 to 300 km
(90 to 180 mi). The fear of running out of power far from a
charging station puts off many potential buyers. However,
this drawback is going to lessen a little more each year
because of the fast-growing network of charging stations.
In the case of new vehicles, steadily declining battery prices
are enabling automakers to offer less and less restrictive
ranges. So, Renault doubled the range of its Zoe in 2017 by
installing a 41 kWh battery instead of the 22 kWh battery
that equipped the previous generation. As we can see, the
electric car’s driving range will soon be almost on a par with
those of its ICE counterparts.

… charging takes much too long
A third of Europe’s population looks askance at electric cars
because they take so long to charge. It is true that it takes
hours to charge a battery fully at home, whereas filling up
at the pump takes just a few minutes. However, you seldom
have to charge a battery from 0 to 100%. An electric car is
usually recharged at night, when the charging time has little
importance. A quick recharge along the way proves necessary
a few times a month. That is when the charging time counts.

CO2 emissions of an average diesel car (120 gm CO2 per km, according to NEDC) and an equivalent
electric car recharged with Polish (coal-fired), French (nuclear), or “European average” electricity.
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Superchargers, of which there are still too few, let you recover
60-90 km (36-54 mi) of range in a half-hour. This situation
will improve in the coming years thanks to increasing numbers of fast-charging stations and more powerful batteries,
but there is still a long way to go.

… no benefits for the fight
against global warming
Close to 25% of the European population believes that driving
an electric car produces as much greenhouse gas emissions as
a diesel engine. But is it true? Actually, it isn’t! Even though
internal combustion engines have made undeniable progress
and have better and better fuel economy, their energy yields
are still disastrously low. Electric propulsion remains 30%
more effective, even in the worst cases.

… it uses metals that are rare and mined
unethically
The EV’s batteries contain lithium and cobalt. These metals are not truly rare, but are available under economically
profitable conditions in only a few places in the world. There
are millions of tons of lithium in seawater, but extracting it
would be too costly. Lithium is recovered from the salt flats
where it is much more concentrated, such as on the Bolivian
high plateaus. Cobalt is more problematic, because half of the
world’s cobalt is located in the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC), a politically unstable country. Part of this cobalt –
called “gray sector cobalt” – comes from mines controlled
by militias that are hostile to the government. These mines
undergo no official inspections and are notorious for their
deplorable working conditions as well as for using child labor.
Their output is slipped into the official mines’ outputs by
underhanded means. As a result, investigations, trials, and
disputes often block up to 10% of the country’s cobalt output
for long periods of time.
Even though these problems concern only 5% of global cobalt
production, they are disturbing nevertheless. The big client
companies, led by Apple and Tesla, are thus making efforts
to procure cobalt outside the DRC and investing in mines
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in the U.S. and Canada. The best way to solve the problem
would be to do without cobalt completely. A large proportion
of battery research is thus focusing on cobalt-free chemistry.

… it, too, generates fine particles
The electric car also emits fine particles. Where do they come
from? From brake wear, of course! The brakes are subject
to wear and the matter of which they are made ends up as
particles in the air we breathe. This argument is valid, but
applies to ICE vehicles as well, for they also have brakes and
thus the same drawback. The only difference is that electric
cars use their brakes to slow down a lot less because of energy
recovery. That is why their brake pads are still virtually intact
after 200,000 km (120,000 mi). So, the argument is founded,
but so weak that it can be forgotten.

… it costs the government a lot
Is the electric car subsidized? Yes. Outrageously subsidized?
Not really. The electrification of transportation gets from a
few million to hundreds of millions of euros in subsidies in
fifteen of the EU’s Member States. It is not subsidized in the
rest of the EU.
More generally, the aid given to renewables and “carbon-free”
energy uses must be compared with those granted to fossil
fuels. In 2015, the G20 nations gave four times more in loans
and subsidies to the fossil fuel industry than to the renewable energy sector (US$71.8 billion versus US$18.7 billion).
That same year, even Germany – the European leader in
renewables – spent only €2 billion on incentives for green
energy versus €3 billion in aid for gas, coal, and oil. If all the
subsidies for diesel production in Europe or the U.S. were
eliminated, the price of diesel fuel would rise 33%!

… but where will the required electricity
come from?
There’s nothing to worry about here! Our current distribution
network is sufficient to power all the cars in the world, even if
the global fleet were already converted to electricity. Indeed,
the grid is scaled to supply peak power that is necessary only
186
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a few minutes a day. The rest of the time it is underutilized,
so charging millions of batteries outside such peaks would
not be a problem.
Explanation. Electricity demand varies from one day to the
next, but has a very predictable daily cycle. Two consumption peaks are seen, one in the morning from 7 to 11, and
the other at the end of the day, from 6 to 9 p.m. Demand is
much lower between 9 p.m. and 7 a.m. During the nighttime
trough, demand is 10-50% lower than during the peaks, and
that is precisely when most private vehicles are recharged.
The mean energy consumption of an electric car is 8 kWh
a day, which would amount to 6% of European energy
consumption if the entire fleet of cars were converted to
electricity. The nocturnal and midday low points in generation would thus provide enough capacity to power all of the
cars on the continent without adding a single power plant.
The power companies would even rack up savings, for they
would be able to use their production plant more profitably
with a steady, regular demand. The only problems that might
crop up would be in the early evening during the coldest
nights of the year (a limited number in most countries),
during which the increase in demand due to electric vehicles
could be 4% of power generation.

The daily
electricity
demand cycle,
two peaks
in demand,
and consumption
due to
electric cars.
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V2G (Vehicle To Grid)
Smart chargers may in the near future be able to use the storage capacities of electric cars to supply the grid with electricity. In the event of peaks in demand, the grid
will draw electricity from the cars’ batteries. The individual who sells her/his car’s
electricity to attenuate the peak will be paid an advantageous rate. If only 5% of
cars were connected to smart chargers, the European power grid would double its
storage capacity and eliminate all risks of winter blackouts.
This “V2G” (vehicle-to-grid) technology should be set up within the next ten years. It
would be a completely logical complement to the spread of wind turbines and photovoltaic panels (intermittent energy sources). Public investment would be limited
to installing “smart” electric meters.
Note. The 2018 Nissan Leaf is already V2G compatible.

It is thus in the public authorities’ interest to promote electric
mobility, but to do so in conjunction with a rate scheme that
encourages charging during off-peak hours. In this way, users
would be tempted to take advantage of the lower rates and
avoid charging during peak demand hours.

… it is too slow
Ten percent of motorists are convinced that electric cars are
good only for slow downtown driving “because their batteries
are too small.” Even though it is true that many small
city compacts currently in circulation are electric, it is
just as true that they are more powerful and accelerate
much better than their gasoline-powered rivals. Today’s
electric cars are not golf carts!

Pour acheter la suite,
cliquez ici.
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